Could You Be

Greetings! Let me ask you an IMPORTANT QUESTION: Are you sick and tired of the following norms in
America (or your country) which are taboo to talk about but true nevertheless:









The unattainability, unavailability or lack of women you desire, depriving you of quality female
companionship. Every desirable woman is taken, super picky, or not looking.
The unapproachability, unfriendliness and bad attitude of women which makes it very hard to
meet, connect, or date them. They either ignore you or treat you like crap.
The isolating, toxic, dysfunctional, hostile, inauthentic social environment which has led to the
degradation of love, romance, relationships, friendships, families, values, communities, and soul.
The soulless ALL BUSINESS culture that has turned people into repressed zombie-like machines
and replaced the human soul with the pursuit of money and materialism.
The sterile, lifeless, depressing environment where there is no true human connection,
camaraderie, friendship, community, values, soul, emotion, spirit, romance, love, passion.
Having to constantly deal with insecurity, inadequacy, mental health issues, emotional baggage,
inferiority complexes, lack of confidence and self-esteem issues.
The high cost of living expenses, bills and healthcare that require you to become a workaholic
and/or debt slave with little or no freedom or free time.
The politically correct social culture that doesn't allow you to be yourself, denies all the above,
and falsely pits the blame on you if you complain.

If so, then I have GOOD NEWS for you: The problem is NOT you. You are not crazy. And there is a REAL
SOLUTION to it all, because in most other countries, the above do NOT apply!
I'm Winston Wu, Founder of HappierAbroad.com. We are the only website, movement and community that
brings serious and focused exposure to the taboo problems in America outlined above, which people are afraid
to talk about, even if they instinctively know it all to be true. As such, we are the only ones who will VALIDATE
you and tell you the TRUTH: That the problem is not you after all. Instead, the true fault lies in your toxic,
dysfunctional, insane, inauthentic society and culture, and we can PROVE it. Not only that, but we will provide
you a SOLUTION as well.
You see, most Americans are unaware that the insane problems above are NOT major issues in most other
countries, at least not to the degree that they are in America. Therefore, the only logical solution is to GO
OVERSEAS. We are here to prove this to you and talk to you about it in our Community. If you think about it, this
is the only real answer and solution. Staying on the sinking Titanic is not going to change things or make you
happy. Understand this: You cannot change other people or your society. But you CAN find other people and
cultures who are compatible with you - who will like, value and appreciate you for what you are and what you
have to offer.
The BIGGEST SECRET that's being kept from you is this: There are many overseas cultures where the
above conditions are REVERSED - where authentic soulful people and cultures, and quality available
single women (and men) are the NORM and in ABUNDANCE! In fact, if you are a single male, right now there
are millions of feminine, sweet, caring, lovely, approachable, modest, down-to-earth women all over the world
right now who see YOU as GOLD and are seeking YOU! But this is not publicized in any positive light in
America, due to its taboo and politically incorrect nature. That's why it's such a big secret even though it doesn't
have to be. So I'm here to make you aware of OPTIONS you didn't know you had beyond your Matrix.
If all this sounds good (and I hope it does), then please visit us at www.HappierAbroad.com. We are a
successful and growing Global Dating and Expat website, community and movement with a lot of truths to share
that you won’t hear anywhere else. Thank you for allowing me to share my message with you.

Welcome to the Global Dating and Living Revolution!
www.HappierAbroad.com

